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Jade

(Nephrite)

18.1.1 = Blade; F1918.1.2a-b = box; F1918.1.3 = Rubbing of inscription on blade
a-b

S.I.1367

Chinese,

-Chcm-dyrtsts-tT"/ •

Shang, 1523-1028 B.C,
Ceremonial weapon:
Ta kuei: a large, cleaver-like blade (slightly chipped;

1 corner broken off) of nephrite mottled in shades

of gray,.green and brown, somev/hat trans

lucent; carved and engraved decorations;

vestiges of an inscription. Inscribed

box.

Neg. Nos.
Sk783AE: ,

72 cm-length; 18.3 cm-width S4919A thickness
7^2-0--X- -.-183- X-- ^007- -ovei^-aii-; S 5 5 3 8AE
7613- length of back. 63.2 cm

(/;8-6/l6" X 7-IA" ^ 9/32" overall;
24-7/S" length of back)

1. • Bought from Seaouke Yue, Shang

hai. For price, see Special Voucher No. 28,

January, 1918. (Miscellaneous List, p.319.)

2. (J.E.L., 1941)• The inscrip

tion cut in the lid of the box may be read

as here in the margin, and may be trans

lated: "Tablet of the Chou dynasty. A

piece from T'ao-chai*s collection of

ancient jades. Inscribed by Ch'u T§-i,

Li-t^ang". I have tentatively read the

second character in the title as k^ng in

%

M
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spite of the fact that its two lower strokes do not cross

as they shoiild; but I have not translated it. T*ao-chai is

hao name of the well known Viceroy Tuan Fang

(1861-1911) whose important collections,including Jades,

were slowly dispersed after his death (see, e._g., our 17.396,

19.13, 19.32, 19.38, 19.39, 19.11, 19.42, etc.). Ch'u T§-i,

(cf. Folder 34-3, t2) a living scholar, served formerly as

Curator of Tuan Fang's collections (Hackney and Yau, Chinese

Paintings in the Collection of Ada Small Moore, p. 190).

His tzu name, Li—t'ang, is v/ritten also S- (Ibid, p. 233);
his hao name is^^A (gj Sung-ch*uang.

The most remarkable feature of this Jade is, no

doubt, its relatively enormous size; in this respect, at

all events, it far surpasses the cleaver-like blade published

by Laufer (Jade, PI. VIII, 2, and p. 39) as "a unique speci

men of extraordinary dimensions" which, however, measures

only ,369 x .132 over all. It is unusual, also, in its

notched edges and in the amount of carving to which its sur

faces have been subjected at various times. In general out

line it is a trapezium, none of its edges being equal or

parallel to any other- Beginning at the broader end, and

for a little more than tvro-thirds of its length, the longest

edge is ground to the sharpness of a dull blade, while the

remaining one-third (or less) is cut away, in a series of

plain and notched steps, to a maximum depth of .055 mm at

the narrower end, thus producing the effect of a grip or
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handle for the blade. The pattern of one of the notched

steps is repeated in a notched ridge v;hich projects from

the edge of the broader end. There are also three conical

perforations, almost equally spaced, which lie in a row

parallel to the back of the blade. Now, the relationship

between the featiires so far described seems to be fairly

clear, to the extent, at least, that they may all be

reasonably regarded as original and contemporary; but from

the other notable features of this Jade, chiefly carved

and engraved decorations, no such simple conclusion can

be confidently drawn. For example, the two gouged-out

places, one on either surface of the blade, convey,

in themselves, no suggestion either of period or of purpose.

On the other hand, the inscription, though far too frag

mentary to be legible, is obviously a relatively late ad

dition. The remaining vestiges of it can be easily detected

if the blade, its edge toward the observer and its

broader end at the left, be examined against a glancing

light. It will then be seen that there were once ten rather

widely separated columns of characters practically filling

the spaces between the three perforations to a depth of about

•0$0 mm, and that a determined and largely successful effort

has since been made to obliterate them. Recognizable details

of a few characters, indeed, still exist, enough, perhaps,

to suggest that more than one style of writing was used; but

the only complete character at which a plausible guess can

be made is the first one in the last column, which may have
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been^L^x chur^. Then there is the criodely engraved group

of a human head and an animal which appears four times,

twice on either side of the blade. The animals in these

groups may have been suggested to the engraver by the notched

edges near which the groups are placed, and there can be no

question that in design and technique all four groups look

very much as though they must be contemporary with one another;

nevertheless, it is worth noting that the engraving of the

tv/o groups near the broader end of the blade, in comparison

with that of the other two, looks much less fresh. In any

case, however, there seems to be little doubt that all the

groups are later additions to the decoration of the blade.

Whether this is true also of the profile head carved on the

narrower end of the blade, may be a question; but I am in

clined to answer it in the affirmative. The relationship

of this head to others like it, will be disciissed in con

nection with our jade no. 39.54 (£-v.); here let me simply

say that its close relationship to those features of the

blade which are clearly original (the form, the edge, the

notches, the perforations) seems hardly conceivable. From

them it differs so radically in inspiration, design and

execution that, whatever the date of the earliest work on

the blade may be, I feel no doubt of the profile head being

by another hand and later. I believe, however, that it is

the earliest of the decorative additions to the blade as,

indeed, is indicated by the obvious possibility that it

suggested the type of head chosen by the engraver of the

four groups.
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The termpj' chleh, as used by Ch'u T^-i in his

box-lid inscription, is, of course, too vague to define

the type of which this blade is an example. According to

the Chou Li, cMeh, though emblematic of the bearer's rank,

were primarily tallies, tokens, credentials in general, and

were various both in form and in material, including ^ade

(see, op.cit,, > pp. 53-5A recto; , p.

and of., Biot, Le Tcheou-li, Tome I, pp. 333-336; Tome II,

pp. 412-413). Perhaps, therefore, a more nearly suitable

general term in this case would jui, which the Chou

Li applies only to emblems of rank and power made of ^ade

(see, e.^,, op.cit. B , p. 13; pp. 32-35;^^ ^ , p.48
verso; and ^., Biot, op.cit., Tome I, pp. 431-432; pp. 4^3 ff.;

Tome II, pp. 413-414). However, another passage in the Chou

Li suggests the possibility of arriving at a more accurate

term for our blade. This passage (op.cit.B , pp. 32

verso ff.; Biot, op.cit.. Tome II, pp. 519 ff.) treats of

"Holders of ;jades" ( ) and enumerates many ceremonial

jade emblems, their names, dimensions and the respective

ranks of personages entitled to possess them. Thus it is

said of the "Great Emblem" (^< ta kuei) that it "is three
/ P Xfeet (/V ch^ih) long. Above the taper is a'h^ tv chung-k^uei

head. The Son of Heaven uses it". This is confirmed in part

by still another passage in the Chou Li which says (op.cit.,

B , p. 32 recto; and cf. Biot, op.cit.^ Tome I, p. 464)s
"The King attaches the Great Emblem to his person and holds

-t

the Emblem of Protection (5^ ^ ch§n kuei)
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Thus he salutes the sun (at the vernal equinox)". Evidently,

then, very large ^ade emblems, at least comparable with ours

in size, were used by the Chou kings; but since the exact

lengths of the Chinese "foot" (ch^ih) and "inch" ts^un)

of those days are not known, and since, moreover, it is al

together likely that there was then no such thing as a standard

measure of length, the difficulty of expressing accurately the

various dimensions given in the Chou Li is easily seen. How

ever, Wu Ta-ch'§ng has worked out two measures

applicable to jades, and has reproduced them on the page im

mediately following the Preface to his yu t^u k^ao. Each

is a "foot" rule made up of ten "inches"; but they differ

in length. Wu calls the shorter "Chou foot-meas\u*e for the

chdn kuei", or Emblem of Protection; the longer he calls

"Chou foot-measiire for the chin kuei" , or Emblem attached to

the person. Now the latter expression, "attached to the

person" or "girded on" or "thrust through the belt" (0 or

^ 0. chin), is used by the Chou Li in connection with the

Great Emblem (ta kuei). the same Great Emblem, presumably,

that is described as being "three feet long" (see above).

Furthermore, since the emblem identified by Wu as a ^ kuei

(op.cit.t pp. 8-9 recto)» though shorter, resembles our

blade so nearly in form, i"t seems reasonable, on the whole,

to identify the latter, also, as a ^ kuei and apply to it

the foot-meas\ire worked out by Wu for "kuei attached to the

person". This results in a length for our kuei of 3 feet

2-1/2 inches according to Wu*s scale, under the circum

stances a surprisingly close approximation, I should think.
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between the Chou Li description and an actual object of

the type described, V/u, on the other hand, without,

however, any immediate reference to the scale he is using, —

gives the length of his ^ kuei as 1 foot 9 inches, just

one inch short of two feet; and inspired by this fact, no

doubt, he goes on to express his opinion that the "three feet

long" of the Chou Li text must be a mistake for "two feet

long"; but of this he offers no proof except, of course, the

length of his ta kuei. The length of ours, however, is

equally valid proof that the Chou Li text is correct as it

stands. The only significant difference between Wu^s kuei

and ours seems to lie in the fact that his has but a single

perforation near one end, whereas ours has three in a row

near the back of the blade. However, Wu himself, in a note

accompanying the reproduction of his longer foot-measure

(loc. cit.), describes the chin kuei as having, along its

back, conical perforations (literally, "elephant nose holes")

through which cords were passed so that the kuei coiild be

attached to the bearer*s girdle. It seems probable, there

fore, that the number of suspension holes in a kuei was

determine, primarily as a matter of practical convenience,

by its length.

In the first descriptive passage quoted above (IT^)

from the Chou Li, it is said of the kuei; "Above the taper

is a chung-k^uei head", and the Commentary explains that

chimg-k^uei means^i-^ chfui, "hammer". To the Ch'ien-lung
editors of the Chou Li, the phrase "above the taper is a

hammer head" conveyed a definite idea of form which they
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reproduced in outline Biot, op,cit.. Tome II, p. 523);

but to me it conveys no idea at all; nor am I, with all due

respect, inclined to accept the explanation of it offered by

Wu Ta-ch'dng (op.citpp«3~4' recto), who discusses the phrase

at some length, understands it to mean: "made sloping above so

as to form a hammer head", and identifies the hammer head with

the champfered corner of his kuei« A further interpretation is

offered by DeGroot (The Religious System of China, Vol, VI, pp,

1172-73), who sees in the ^ kuei, with its chung-k^uei head, the

origin of the renowned Demon Queller,^^^l£ Chung K'uei, whose
name and powers the Chinese have long invoked, by pictures and

written charms, to rid their lives of evil influences. This idea

at least suggests a possibility that the profile head on the smaller

end of our ^ kuei may be intended to represent Chung K'uei the

Demon Queller.

3# (G.P.M., 1922) lhat's a beauty. I shoulc call that jade

a weathered piece - oxidation all throuyh it,

^+. (E.H. West, 1959) Identified as nephrite by x-ray

diffraction (Film F819).

5# (H.E.Buckman, 196^) The Envelope File contained no fur

ther information, and has now been destroyed.

6. (T.Lawton, 1978) Western Chou, The monster motifs

executed in thread-like relief are contemporaneous with the blade,

and the crudely incised tigers were probably added later.

7. (Julia Murray, 1980) Attribution is changed from

W.Chou to Shang,ica. 1523-1028 B.C.
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8. (Julia K. Murray, 1982). The area between the perforations

on the inscribed side (the side from which the holes were drilled) is

markedly less brown than the rest of the jade. This circumstance

suggests that the brown color is an artificially induced stain that

came off in the area where the inscription was ground off. The blade

is very flat and the holes very regular; in other words, the piece is

somewhat archaistic in general appearance. The notched flanges also

seem different from archaic examples (cf. the 7-holed jade blade found

at Erh-li-t'ou; The Great Bronze Age of China, cat. no. 3). I am now

inclined to regard the blade as archaistic. (The British Museum has a

comparable blade that is unquestionably archaistic; it is of nearly the

same size as TB.l and seems to be the same kind of stone. Along the

handle edge it has archaistic dragon-head profiles executed in a com

bination of relief spirals and incised curls.) Hayashi Minao, on the other

hand, argues that it is Neolithic on the basis of the profile head

executed in thread-relief ("Stone-knife shaped jades and bone-scoop shaped

J.d,s- ^ T i S t

TShogakuho no. 54 (March 1982): 1-81; in Japanese).

For a further discussion see 17.24 •


